


The intuitive partnership between Lenovo

and L Squared Digital Signage brings

together innovative communication tools

to power your business.

Our simplified cloud content management tool
coupled with integrated digital displays allow you to
deliver content securely and with ease to any global
office.

Lenovo’s strength in rapid deployment and large
scale device management delivers reliable and
secure digital signage to all your locations.

Communicate with impact and see your

business transform.



US employees are 
engaged overall at 
work, versus 70% at 

the world’s best 
organizations.

Recall seeing digital 
video display –higher 
than any other format 

of communication, 
including TV and 

billboards.

More views of images, 
video and other 

digital content versus 
static signage.



“Our purpose is simple – to make commercial IoT

practical at scale. To do this, we leverage Lenovo’s

strength in global services, layer on our

manageability expertise, and partner with a proven

set of trusted partners to offer industry-specific

solutions for the most pressing issues businesses face

today. We accelerate business transformation

through smarter technology solutions.”

— John Gordon

President, Commercial IoT Group at Lenovo





Improve quality and consistency 

of communication

Support reach and availability 

of timely, accurate information

Enhance usability and security

of organizational content

Powerful communication tools for fostering corporate culture.
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Recognizing digital signage with rich detailed imagery engages customers better, 

Lenovo provides a 4K Digital Signage as a Service into its offering inclusive of the 4K screen. 

The complexities of managing multiple providers, identifying failure points and dealing with 

unreliable partners is eliminated as Lenovo is the single point of contact for the customer.

• Ability to engage customers with visually stunning imagery

• Allow for true end to end monitoring of the entire solution

• Eliminating maintenance and capital costs associated with 

TV purchases

• Enabling less components thus increasing the reliability of 

the solution





Lenovo Advantage: Commercial IoT Services 
Lenovo’s delivery and support team provides full support during the 
lifecycle of the service. All warranty repairs required for the service, 
including any necessary site visits, are provided at no additional cost.

At the heart of Lenovo’s service offering is the industry leading 
monitoring platform.  Ongoing communications and immediate 
alerts are received in the rare case of system failures.  

The monitoring platform automatically generates a ticket initiating 
troubleshooting and support within our Lenovo Command Center 

located in Morrisville, NC.  Allowing you to focus on your business, 
while we ensure your digital signage service performs well.



❑ Reach out to the L Squared 
Sales team at 
info@LSquared.com

❑ Learn more at 
www.Lenovo.com/IoT and 
www.LSquared.com/LenovoCIoT

mailto:info@LSquared.com
http://www.lenovo.com/IoT
http://www.lsquared.com/CIoT



